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n'THOD OF OPERATION 
Schema.tic - Service Observing Circuit - For Panel and Step by Step Ma.chine 
Switching Officeso 

DEVELOPMENT 

lo PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

1.1 This circuit is used for observing service in step-by-step or 
power-driven machine switching offices. 

2 0 WOMING LIMITS' 

2,1 This circuit wil~ operate with subscribers' lines ba.ving a 
me.ximum loop resistance of 750 ohms with a 10,000 ohm leak and a. 
Dl8x~mum of 15 volts earth potential. 

OPERAT I Ol~ 

3o PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS 

The principal functions of this circuit are as follows: 

3o0l To provide a visible signal when subscriber removes the re-
ceiver from the switohhook. 

3.02 To record the dial puls~s on a pen- register. 

3o03 To give a Yisible iignal if subscriber dials before sender is 
selected. 

To give a visible a~gna.l when sender is aelectedo 

3o06 To give a visible signal when line switch plungee 1n ~!-step-
by-step office. . ~~ . 

\~ ,j 

To give a visible signal when district is aelected ln a full 
mechanical office. 

3.07 To pro~ide a means for disconnecting the pen register from 
serv1ceo 

3.08 To give a visible and an audible signal when coil collect or 
coin return current is aent over the line. 
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3o09 To give a visible and an audible signal when message reg-
ister operates.., 

3ol To indicate the time required tor the selection of 8?'.I idle 
send.ero 

3.2 To indicate the time which has elapsed when the first dial 
impulse is received. 

3.3 To hold the line for talking between the operator and the 
subscriber and give a vi~ible signalwhlle line ~s held • 

. 3.4 To provide a means for the operator to check the speed of 
the cycle counters. 

3o5 To provide a means for releasing the observing circuit from 
the line at any time during a call. 

3.6 To return to normal. 

4o CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

4ol This circuit functions with line finder, and line switch 
circuits in power dfive offices and primary line.switch cir
cuits in step-by-step offices~ 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

OPERATION IN POWER DRIVE OFFICES 

5 0 PRELIMINARY FUNCTIOiiS 

When the plug of the service observer's receiver is inserted in 
the jack, the common ground lead is closed from the .(REL) key, 
through the contacts of the (RF.LI relay, to the contacts of all the 
individual (L) relays. The receiver is also connected in series witn 
the 23 ohm winding of the 27-F repeating coil for monitoring purposes. 

RECEIVER RDOVED FROM SWITCHHOOK 

6. LINE.•Fl!fI'.ER AND STEP-BY-STEP OF?ICES 

"When the recei•er is removed from the switchhook on a line which 
is connected for observation, the individual line relay and the (L) 
relay essociated with the service observing line operate in series. 
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The operation of the (L) relay operates the (YIC) and (Fl releys. Cir
cuit:- ColDTlon ground, (L) relay operated, the (S) and (A) relay-a nor- • 
mal, 600 ohm winding of the (YK) relay, the (J) relay normal, the wind
ing of the (F) reiay to battery. The (TIC) relay operated, (a) locks 
through it• 800 ohm winding, in aeries with the winding of the (J) re
l~y, to ground on the (REL) key normal, operating the (J) relay, {b) 
operates the (A} relay, (c} lights the (Ll lamp, (d) connects ground 
through the 18-BL resistance and break contact of the (Bl relay, in 
parallel with the windings of the (CC) and (CR) relays, 5--G or 40-ll re
sistance, and 29 ohm winding of the 27-F repeating coil in aeriea, to 
the tip of the subscriber's line, (el connect, the ring of the line to 
battery through the (Bl relay normal, windings of the (Cl relay, w~ieh 
operates, ftnd (f) operates the (K) and (PR) relays in parallel to 
ground through the make conta~ta ot the (TIC) and (L) tela71. 

CALLS ORIGINATED SnrotTAltEOUSLY 

The (F) relay operated, (a) connects its non-inductive winding in 
parallel with its inductive winding. thereby ms.king the relay slow to 
release, in order to preTent its release before the operation of the (A) 
and (J) relays, and (1-'} -~tarts the cycle counters in ope~tion. The (J) 
relay operated. closes a··bolding circuit for the (F) relay, from battery 
through the ms.lee oontaot and non-inductive winding ot the (F) relay in 
parallel with its inductive winding, (J) relAy operated, 600 ohm resist
ance, to ground on (REL) key nonnal, preventing the (F) relay from re
leasing as the {A) relay operates. The {J) relay operated, disconr.ecta 
battery from the inner windings of all tbe (YK) relays, thereby prevent
ing the operst1on of ~ny of the relays in case a call is originated on 
another line which is connected for observation. In oase two calls are 
originated simultaneously, the (fi) relay whose armature 1a connected 
through the break contact of another (YK) rel~y to the winding of the 
(J) relay releases when the (JI relay operates, while the (YK)· relay 
whos_e holding circuit ii not opened by the operation of the other ( Yl<) 
relay holds as described above. 

PRELIMINA"RT RELAY FUNCTIONS 

The (Al rela.y operated, opens the cirO'Uit through the 600 ohm wind
ing of the· (YK) reley, and connects the winding of the (D-l) relay ("B" 
wiring) in parallel with the message register in the subacriber'• line 
circuit. The (PR1 relay operated, operates the (H) rela7, which locka 
to ground, under control of the (REL) and (CO} lteya. The (Kl rela1 
operated, locks through the winding of the (14) relay, to grottnd through 
the break contact of the (REL) key, and operatea the (HL) r~lay. Cir
cuits- Battery, through the 1200 ohm winding•of the (HL) rel~y, the (K) 
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rele,y operated. the {P'?) and (D) rela.ys norme.l to common ground . 
through the contaot of the (REL) key. 
NOTEs- The (HL) ~elay can operate over two olrouits, the one pre
viously described and one through the make contact of the (C) re
lay. The ( O) relay being a 11 ttle slower in operating than the (K) • 
relay, it is ·probable that the operating circuit for the (HLJ relay 
is through the make contact ot·the (K) relay. (The (MJ relay does 
not. opere.te at this tL'lle e.s its winding is short-circuited). The 
(HL) relay operated, oper~tes the (El relay. Circuit:- Battery, the 
winding of the (E) r~lay~ the (Hr.) rel~ operated, the (PT} relay 

1 nonnal, to common ground. The opere.tion of the (El relay, (a) closes 
a circuit from battery through its winding of the (D} · relEl.y,. to com
mon ground in which the (El relay holds and the (D) relay operate, as 
soon es the short circuit ls removed from its winding, b~ the releese 
of the (HI.I relay, and (bl operates the (PT) relay. The (HL) relay 
now holds in a oircuit through its 1200 ohm winding the (C) relay
opersted 9 the (DJ relay normal, to COJllllon groundo 

9o FAILURE OF (L) RELAY 

Should tbe (L} ~elay tail to remain operated, a sufficient length 
of time to ·permit the (X:) relay to fully operate, the (lt) and (M) re
l,qa operate through the make contact of the (J) relay, and lock to 
the common ground. • 

10 • • L mE EOUND BEFORE SENDER IS SELECTED 

When the line finder finds the line which has originated the 
call, betteey is connected to the sleeve tennins.l, causing the oper
ation of the line cut-oft relay and the service observing (SL) relay. 
in parallel, ("Y" ~iring), If e subscriber's line is an individual 
line or the last line of a PBX group, the (SL) relay operates through 
its windings in series, (PBX key normal) but if the subscriber's line 
is a PBX line other·th8.Jl the last in the group, the (SL) relay oper
ates through its 8000 ohm winding (PBX key operated). The operation 
of the c'ut-off relay releases the individual line relay and also the 
service observing (L) relAy if the ·sender has not at this time been. 
selected. The {SL) relay. operated~peratea the (S) relay. In 
power-driver. line finder offices, the·non-induotive winding or the 
(L) relay is not connected., in parallel with -its inductive winding, 
during the time that the (L) relay is connected in ser,1es with the 
sub-station loop and the winding of the line finder {L) relay. This 
is to insure the (L} relPy reoeiving sufficient current to operate 
under most circuit conditions. It also insures e quick release, so 
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that the {L) relay releases, before the (S) relay operates, when the line 
is foundo The release of the (L) relay, releases the (PR) relay and re
moves the short circuit from the winding of the (M} rel~y, which oper
ates and is locked in series with the (Kl relay. The release of the 
(PR) relay connects b~ttery through the two 18-AJ resistBnces connected 
in parallel, in series with the winding of the pen register, make con
tact of the (H) relay, to common ground through the break contacts of the 
(PR) relAy and {BtL) key, starting the operation of the pen registero 
The operation of the(~) relay licrhts the (D) lamp, short-circuits the 
1150 ohm winding of the (C) relayo 

11, SENDER SELECTED 

When the sender is selected, the {LI relay reoperates in series with 
the sender (I.) reley and the subscriber• s line. The operation of the 
(LI relay, (a) connects battery through the winding of the {Pl reley, 
(U) relay no:nnal, (A) and ( S) reley,s operated, ( "S 1' wiring) and sleo 
through the (11) and (YK) relays operated, .to comnon ground on the arma
ture of the (L) relaY., operating the (P) relay, and (b) reoperates the 
(PP.) r~l~y stopping the pen registero The (C) relny ma~ release when 
the sender is selected, as its 3000 ohm winding is then in parallel with 
the sender (L) relay. If thP- {C) relay releases, the {HL) relay holds 
through its 800 ohm winding and make contact, (A) and (S) relays oper
ated and also through the (Ml end (YK) operated relays, to oOD111on ground 
on the armAture of the (1) relayo The operation of the (P) relay, (a) 
connects common ground to one winding of the (B) relay, to the winding of 
the (PO) relay and to the (SJ le.mp, all in pamllel, operating the (B) 
and (PO) relays 8nd lighting the (S) lamp, (b) stops cycle counter l, and 
(cl closes a circuit through its winding and the winding of the (N) relay 
in series, make contact of the (Pl relay, to comnon ground in which the 
(N) relay oper~tes, and the {P) relay holds as soon as the short circuit 
is removed from the winding of the (NI relay by the release of the (1) 
relay. The (S) lamp lighteQ, indicates that a sender has been selected. 
The operation of the (Bl relay releases the (C) relay, if it should be 
holding in parsllel wi t.h the sender (L) relRy, and disconnects the 18-SL 
resistance from the tip side of the line. ~he operRtion of the (PO) re
lay prevents the operation of the (PP) reley and the lighting of the (P~) 
lamp whe,n the (HL) relay releas.es. 

12. DIALING 

When the subscriber starts dialing, the (L) relay releases And re
operstes, in series with the sender {L) relay, each time the subscriber's 
line circuit is opened and closed by the dialo When the (L) relay re
leases from the first dial pulse, the {Hr..) and (PR) relays reiease, and 
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the short circuit from the winding of the (N) relay is remoTedo 
The (N) relay now op19rates a.nd the (.i.>) relay holds in the circuit 
as described in paragraph 10. The (PB) relay releases and reoper
ates ee.ch time the (Li· relay releases n.nd reopera.teso 'fhe pen reg
ister starts each time the (PR) relay releases 8n6. stops fl.t1Ch time 
the (PB) relAy oper~tes, thereby recording the dial pulsea corres
ponding to the number dialed. The (HL) relay releRsea, removes the 
short circuit from the windin?, of the (D) relay which now operates 
11.nd locks in series with the ('E:) relay. The operation of the (DJ 
rel~J stops cycle counter 2 and connects ground throu~b the other 
winding of the (BJ relay. 

13. SENDER SELECTED BEF0Rr. '.:'HJ: CALLING- LI!;r•: IS :'JUlffi 

Since the. line :finder circuit is so arranged that it hunts for 
an idle senlier R.t the same tirne it is hunting for the calling line, 
the sender m~y be selected before the line is found. In this case, 
the service observing (L) relay does not release when the line is 
found as previously described, being held in series with the sender 
(L) relay. The Pit) rel~y therefore does not operAte until the 
short circuit is removed from its wir.ding by the relP-ase of the (L) 
relay when the subscriber starts dialingo "'hen the line is found 
after the send.er is selected, the (SL), ( s) and ( .P) relays oper1tte 
as above described, stopping cycle counter 1. lighting the (S) lslllp, 
and opero ting the ( B) e.nd (PO) rele.ys o 

14. P'R&LIMINARY IMPULS~.; 

If the subscriber dials after the line ha.a been found but be
fore the sender is selected, the (C) relay releases, causing the 
release of the (HL) relay. The (HL) relay released, removes the 
short circuit from the winding of the (D) relay ano connects battery 
through the winding of the (PP) relay and the (PP) lamp in parallel, 
the (PO) qnd (HL) relays, normal, the (E) relay operated, to common 
ground operating the (PP) relay, which locks and lights the (~P) 
lamp, indicating a preliminary impulseo The (D) rel.s.y nov1 operates 
and the (E) rela;y holds as described in :pa.r.sgraph 13. The operation 
of the (D) relay stops cycle counter 2 and connects battery through 
one winding of the (B) relay which opernteso The operation of the 
( o) relay prevents the re opera tlon of the ( C) relay and disconnects 
the 18-BL resistance from the t.ip side of the line. The (REL) key 
must now be operated to release the (PP) relay, extinguish the lemp, 
and disconnect the circuit from the line to which it is connectedo 
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When the (REL) key 12 operated, all the relays which were operated 
or·looked to aonnnon ground through the break cont$cts Of the (BEL) key, 
release, an~ ell lamps are extinguished. The operation of the(~) 
key operates the (P.EL) relay. The (BEL) relay ~perated, removes the 
short circuit from the winding of the {CL) relay and shoul.d the receiver 
be removed from the switchhook at this time (on an originating call} on 
e.ey of the line·s which are connected for observation, the. (CL) relrq 
operates from ground through its winding contacts.of the receiver Jacks, 
th~ service observing (L) relay operated, associated with this line, the 
(S) and (A) relays nonnal and inner winding of the (Y.lt) relay associated 
with this line, the (J) relay normal, to b&ttery through the inductive 
winding of the (F) rela70 T}le (YK) and lP) relays do not operate· in 
this circuit due to thlJ high resistance of the (CL) relay. The opera
tion of the (CL) relay locks the (EEL) relay thus preTenting the ccmmon 
ground from the contacts of the (REL) ke~ from being connected to the 
anneture of the (LI relQ¥s, until the time occurs when there are no 
originating calls being ma.de on any of the lines connected for obaerm.
tion. When this condition uiats (all (L} relays normal). the (CL) re
lay releases, in turn releasing the (REL) relayo The circuit is now 
ready for observation on the next call, It is neceasaey to op~rate the .. 
(REL) key and restore the circuit to noi,nal after each observationo 

,OPERATION IN STEP-BY-STEP OFFICES 

16. WHEN USED WITH PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LIME SWITCHES 

In step-by~step offices equippe~with both pr1Jnars, and secondary 
line switches. the operation is similar to that described for power
driven line finder offices, with the followtng exoeptiOZJsa- The (SL) 
reley is omitted and ("X~ wiring) is used. the (S) terminal being con
nected to the private or sleeve terminal of the step-by-step line 
switch ci·rcui t. ( "A" wiring) and the (MR) rele,y are used in place ot. 
( "B" wiring) and the (JJR-1) relay. ( "P" and "S" wiring) is used and 
( ''M" a:r:d • wiring) is omitted. When the primary switch selects a 
trunk to the secondary switch, the (L) relay .releases. thereb7 causing 
the service observing circuit to operate as described in paragraph 10, 

.except that the (D) lamp indicates when the primary line swtt~iplungese 
When the secondary line switch plunges, the (L) relay reoperates. caus
ing the service observing circuit to operate as described in paragraph 
lo. Since the primary and &econde.ry line switches plunge rapidly, the 
(PO) relay is made slow to op~rate in order t~t the (~P) relay shall 
haTe sufficient time to operate in case of premature dlaling. fhe (L) 
relay operated, shunts its inductive winding b7 its non-inductive wind
ing, thereby making the relay alow to release, (but fast enough tor dial 
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pulses). in order that the time between the operation of the (L) re
lay and. the plunging of the primacy switch she.11 be long enough to 
insure ~he operation of the ( YK) rela.y o 

17 • WHEN USED WITH PRIMARY LINE SWITCHES 

In step-by-step offices equipped with prima:ey line switches 
only, the ("N" wiring) is omitted and the {"S" wiril'lg) is used •. 
The operation is similar to that described in paragraph 16, e:iroept 
that the (S) relay operates when the primary switch plunges connect
ing battery through the winding of the (P) relay, the (N) relay nor
mal, ("S" wiring), to common ground through the (A), (S) and (L) re
lays operated. The (Pl relay operates in this circuit stopping 
cycle counter 1, operating the (Bl ~nd (PO) rel~ys, a.nd lighting the 
(S) lamp all as described in paragraph lOo 

18. MISCELL.ll."EOUS 

18.l Effect of Inductive Surges 

When coin collect or coin return battery 1s connected to 
the line tn a call from a coin station, the (CC) and (CC-1) or 
th~ (CR) and (CR-1) relays operate. Also, when coin collect 
battery is removed from the lines, the (CR) relay may operate 
due to the inductive kick from the coin magnet, or the {CC) 
may operate in csae the coin return battery is removed from 
the line for same reason. Operation of the (CR) relay will 
provide a path for holding the (CC-1) relay, thus preventing 
the f&lse lighting of the ( CR) lamp. The ( CC-1 J reley is slow 
releasing, and has not had sufficient time to release between 
the release of the (CC) and the operation of the (CR) relay. 
When the inductive surge 1s over the (CTI) relay will tall doW?l, 
releasing the (CC-l) relay. The operation of the circuit when 
the coin return current is connected to the line is the same 
&s described above for the coin collect battery, with the ex
ception that the (CR-l) relay is operated and the operation of 
the {CC) relay by the induoti~e surge will hold the (CR-1) re
la.7 operated, thus preventing a false lighting from the cc·· 
lamp. 

18,2 Coin Collect and Return 

When coin collect batteey ia connected to the line on a 
call from a coin station, the (CC) relay operates, operating 
the (CC•l) relay, which opens the circuit for the (C~) l~mp 

•• 
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and .closes battery through its. se,condary winding preparatory to 
locking under.control of the (CRJ relay when the inductive surge, 
which would otherwise result 1~ a false operation of the (C!) re
lay and the resulting signal, occurs. {See paragraph 1s.11. The 
(CC) relay also closes a circuit from ground on its s:nnature, 
break contact of the (CR-1) relay, CC lamp to 1batte:ey through the 
winding of the {MP) rels.y, operating .the reley- and lighting the 
lamp. 

Tbe same operation outlined above holds for the coin return 
battery, except that in the latter case the proper relays are 
operated. In either case the (i4:P) relay- operate,, operating the 
40 bu&ser, thus giving en.audible signal in addition to the 
lighted CC or CR lamp. The (CC} or (CR} relays release when the 
ooin collect or_ooin return circuit is opened, thereb1 extinguish
ing the lamp end releasing the {KP) relayo 

19~ .illESSAGB REGI§ffl 

When a call originates at a message register _line to which 
the service obaerTillg circuit is connected, the operation of the 
charge relay in the district circuit, at the completion of t~e 
call connects battel"S" to the (MR.) lead, operating the {ml,. re
lay in parallel with the message register in the aubscrib•r's 
line circuit. The operation ot the (MR-1) relay closea and oper
ates the {IIP) relay and lights the (llR) la.mpo The operation ot 
the (JIP) relay operates ihe-4-C buzaer. When battery is discon
nected :from the lead (KR), the {W-l) .relq ·releaees, releasing 
the (llP) relq, stopping the buzser and extinguishing the (MR) 
.lampo 

1~&- Step-by-Step Offices 

The operation 1a the same as f9r line finder of.fices, except 
that the (llR) relay is connected to the (KR) lead ("A" wiring) 
and operatea instead·of'the (MR-1) relay wh• battery is con
nected to the {JlR) lead. 

19-.3 Line Switch Offices 

WheD the eub1criber removes the receiver from the switohhook, 
the sub·soriber' s line is locked into the observer. When a sender 
is. cQnnected to the line. the (P) relay operate,, whioh ca.uses 
the operation of the (PO) rela7. fh& lPO) relay ~perated. connects 
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the (MR-2) and (MRA) relays in parallel with the subscriber's 
message register and the cut-off relayo Battery from the (SL) 
relv. in the district selector circuit flows through the 
(im:.tt and (MRA.) relays and causes the operation of the {MR.A.) 
relayo The (:n&R-2) relay is a marginal rels.v and does not oper
ate under this condition. The operation of the (MRA) relay 
opera.tea the (MBRB) relay which prepares a path for the (MR) 
lamp. Th~ (MRC) relay is a mrginal relay and does not oper
ate under this condition. 

19o4 Call Not Charged 
-

When tne subscriber hangs up the receiver, on the comple-
tion of the call, the district selector circuit advances e.nd 
disconnects the battery from the message register and cut-off 
relay e.nd also from the (MRA) relay. The rel·ease of the (MRA) 
relay causes the operation of the (MRC) relay which opens the 
circuit to the (MBA) and (MR.-2) relays. This arrangement pre
vents the false operation of the (MR-2) relay while the switoh 
is returning to normal e.nd the message reg1ater terminal is 
connected to battery on the idle districts. The (MRB) and 
{:MRC) relays are locked up, to ground through the release·~y. 
The opera.tion of the (MRC) relay operates the (MRD) relay • 
which in turn short-circuits the (MRB) relay, releasing it and 
holding the (MRC) relay operated. The release of the (MRB) 
relay opens the circuit to the(~) la.mp. When the operator 
operates the release key, the relays release. 

19, 6 Call ..Q.hs.rges 

Under this condition when the subscriber hangs up, the 
current through the message register is increased to operate 
it, This increase in current also causes the operation of the 
(MR-2) relay and lights the (lffi) ls.mp. The di.strict oircui t 
then releases and the (MBA·) and (MR-2) relays release.. The 

, (JIR•2) relay relee.sed, extinguishes the (MRI lsmp which is a 
signal for the observing operator to release the oircuito The 
operat·ion of the release· key restores the circuit to normal" 

1906 Second Call ~de Before Observing Oir~it is Released 

Under this condition the operation is the same as covered 
in 20o4 and 2006, except the.ton the completion of the opera
tion the observer does not operate the release key to release 
the (EB) and (:MRC) relays. '.!!he opera·tion of the (MRC l relay 
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also closes a circuit to the (MBD) relay from the contact of the 
(Nl relay. The (Bl relay opera.tea under this condition. When 
the subscriber removes the receiv$r from the awitchhook to in
itiate a second oall 1 ·the (L) rel!cy' operates which causes the 
opera,tion of the {llRD} relrq. !he operation of the (MRD) relay 
short-circuit• the winding of the (URB) relay ~nd oausea its re
lease. The (MRC) relay is held operated through the contacts of 
the (MRDI relay. When an idle district is found. the {Lt relay 
releases, in turn releasing the (M.RD) relay, which in turn al
lows the (MRC) relay to release and close the circuit to the 
(MR-2) and {MBA) relays. The Circuit is then in condition to de-

·termine whether the second call is charged. 

Flat Rate Lines 

Under this condition. the (MRA.). (1mB) and (MRC) relays oper
ate, op••'t-he circuit for the (MR-2) relay and the circuit 
functions as described in 20.4. 

Flat Rate Lines Wlth Meseage Rate D1etricts 

Under thia co~di tion the ci.rcuit may function as described _in 
20.6. 'It so. the operator should be instruoted to disregard the 
operation ot ·the (.i\lR) lamp on this class of ca.llo 

TEST ING CYCLE COUNTERS 

To teat the oyole counters• the "COUNTER C'f!ECX" key ia operated, 
which· connects eomnon ground on the break contact_ of the (REL r key, 
contacts ot the recei•er Jeck, "COtJNl!'ER CHECK" key operated, to battery 
through the winding of.the (lit) relay., which operate•• The {Q.) rela7 
operated, (e.) lock11 to oo•on ground under oontrol·ot the (REL) Jmy, 
{b) disconnects the cycle counters from the regular circuit but cloajs 
a circuit through the "COUNTER OBEOK" key starting ·the operation of the 
cycle countere, (cl opera.tea the (B) and (PO) relays, and (d) lights 
the (S) lamp, as an indication that the_(RELI key must be oper8fted be
fore the circuit can be uaed for OQservation on another call. When 
the "COUNTER CHECK" key ia released, the circuit through the c,ycle 
counter is openedo When the {REL) key ie operated. the (Q) relay re
leases, extinguishing the (SJ lamp. and ~eleasing.the {B) end {PO) re
~a:,ao 

21. DISCOl'ffiECTION OF PEN REGISTERS 

~he _operation of the PEN REGI$TER CUT-OFF key, opens locking 
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circuit for the (H) relay. In thia caae, the _(H) relay operates 
when the (PR) relay operates as preTiously describe~, but when 
the (PR) rel~ release,, the (H)· relay also releases, thus pre
venting the opere.tion of the pen registero 

22a HOtD AND TJ.LK 

Th8 operation of the "Hold and Talk" key at aey time, oper
ates the (Tl rel~, lights the "Hold" lamp, connects the 46-A 
(or 47-A) retardation coil across the tip and ring of the service 
observing line, to prevent the disconnection of the line from the 
d.esk and conneota the series obserT1ng operator's transmitter to 
the primary winding of the induction coil. The operation of the 
(T) relay connects the tip and ring of the service observing line 
to the secondary windings of the induction coil in series with 
the 21-E condenser, and conneots·the operator's receiver across 
the 478 ohm winding of the induction coil. The service observing 
operator can now talk to the subscriber and give instructions when 
necessary to remedy any trouble oaused by the subscriber. When 
the "Hold and Talk" key is restored to normal, the (T) relay·re
leases and the "Hold" ~amp is extinguished. 

23. TERMINATING CALLS 

When a final selector selects and connects to the tenninala of 
a line which is connected for obserntion, the (SL} relay operates, 
("!" Wiring) 9 causing the operation of the (S) rela7. When a con
nector selects and connects to the terminals of~ line which is 
connected for obael"'f8.tion, the (S) relay opera.tea ("X" wiring), In 
either case, the operation ot the (S) relay pre•enta the operetion 
of the associated (YK) relay when the called part7 removes the re
ceiver from the switchhook, and the (LI relay operates. 

24, SPARK P.EDUCTION 

The 2 mf condenser and the 18-AC resistance decreaa~, the 1park 
at the contacts of the (L) relq, caueed by the induot.tw 41•
oharges of the (PR) relay, and the o.~ m! condenser and the 18-G 
resistance decreased the spark at the contacts or the (H) re~81 
caused by the induoti ve dfscharges of the pen register. The two 
parallel 18-AJ resistances connected in aeries with the pen register 
are used in place of an equivalent aingle resistance, to decrease 
the heating effect. 

ENG: J.C.G. 
Jul~ 10, 1924. 
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